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Is Workday working for
YOU?

With hundreds of customizable features within

the Workday suite of products, very few

organizations are able to grasp the full

functionalities of the cloud based software. 

 

At Keyseries, we approach these issues head-on,
and implement solutions to help YOU achieve
the maximum return on your investment.
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The Keyseries Effect

Here are 10 ways we can help with YOUR 

Workday tenant...

Keyseries is a premier IT solution & digital technology firm founded in

2009, headquartered in North Haven, Connecticut. In today's rapidly

dynamic business environment, we are helping our clients adapt and

keep pace with the change, making technology a transparent

interface for companies like yours. Our client-focused solutions

combine the right balance of quality, reliability, delivery and value.
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Implementation

From Finance to Human Capital Management, the

Keyseries team has the skills and expertise to implement

and configure Workday to begin working for you. Our

core competencies include Talent & Performance

Management, Budgets, Recruiting, and much more.



Production
Support

Our firm can reduce an incredible

burden off your team by supporting

all aspects of your Workday

Operations. Keyseries experts can

provide you with trouble shooting

help on a short-term basis to iron

out any kinks that may happen

immediately after implementation.

We also possess the technologies to

serve as an extension of your team

by providing regular, long-term

support for your ongoing workday

operations. This way, you’re able to

rely on the expertise of our IT team,

without increasing your headcount.  
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Our goal is to provide you with the very best configurations to

streamline your Workday experience while keeping your costs

low and achieving incredibly high impact solutions for your

operations. While a tech savvy employee or two may think

they know their way around the software, it’s rarely as simple

as they expected!  

 

Keyseries has the technical expertise to have your most

important organizational tasks comprehensively streamlined

within Workday. Remember, every man hour saved adds to

your organizations bottom line. 

Low Cost + High Impact
Solutions
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Optimizations & Automations
Once you're live on Workday, it's time to start realizing the

immense opportunities there are to provide value to your

organization. From benefits tracks to employee and manager

self-service, many operations with the Workday software can

be completely automated, presenting your employees with an

incredibly intuitive interface to carry out your most important

business processes. We have regular weekly status meetings

with your assigned Customer Success Manager to ensure the

continuity and accountability of your Workday tenant.
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INTERESTED IN WHAT'S NEW

WITHIN WORKDAY?

The Keyseries team diligently

monitors the Workday semi-annual

release cycle to provide you with

the latest cutting edge technology. 

Monitor and analyze the "What's

New" lists

Identify key features to address pain

points in current processes

Facilitate regression testing and

impact analysis

Prototype and present new

functionalities to business user 

Release 
Management
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Data Audit &
Cleanup

Big data is becoming an incredibly important

tool businesses use to make business decisions

and analyze operations, amongst a plethora of

other applications. Many organizations face

major challenges in keeping this data accurate

and usable for their purposes. Fortunately for

you, the Keyseries team can look into unlimited

amounts of data to find the most useful pieces

for your business. From there, we’re able to

analyze, clean, and maintain the most accurate

data you wish to see.  

OF COMPANIES

HAVE BEEN

UNSUCCESSFUL 

IN UTILIZING

THEIR BIG DATA

67%
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Change Management

Change can be daunting, but it doesn't need to be.

 Our experience shows that it’s incredibly important to start change
management techniques as early as possible, to insulate future
hiccups that may occur, disrupting operations. At Keyseries, we pride
ourselves in taking our customer through the entire process of
implementation. Our team of experts are able to develop multi-
channel communication and training plans to deal with the confusion
that may come with large operational changes, as well as an all-
inclusive support system to guide you through the first 3 months of
implementation.
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Project Management
Successful implementation and deployment of a project like

this require both application and non-application activities

to be executed flawlessly. Additionally, complete

coordination between our team, the client’s main project

team, and key stakeholders create a streamlined experience

for everyone involved in this process.
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Annual Maintenance
ARE TAXES AND YEAR-END PAYROLL A PAIN? LET US HELP. 

Tax documents and year-end payroll are two incredibly important

processes that usually require highly trained and specialized individuals

to complete, per government standards. The high stress nature and

complexity of these documents can often lead to small human errors that

begin to compound and create massive problems for organizations.

Keyseries is able to run mock tests right before your annual maintenance

cycle to ensure all your operations are smooth and effective. Not only

does this save you from running into costly mistakes during an already

stressful period, we strip the need of hiring tax professionals or payroll

specialists, as it can all be completed within the Workday software. 
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Our dedicated team of consultants listen to your organizational

goals, focusing on our range of post deployment services to

provide top-notch technical and analytical expertise to your

organization. We work to understand every facet of your

business to provide you with unmatched consulting

recommendations that align with your current business

processes. We use the latest and greatest practices in technology

to drive value and growth within your organization.  

Consulting & (Wo)manpower
Expertise



Why Keyseries?

Keyseries thrives on Workday. We understand that going live with

your new system is only the first step in a long partnership with

Workday and its ecosystem. Implementations are fast and furious,

with reports, dashboards, and knowledge transfer often postponed

until after a go-live. In most cases, your implementation partner

would have already moved on to its next project. However, this is

where Keyseries brings value to the table: to bridge the gap for those

clients wanting to better maintain and enhance their system post go-

live. 

 

It is important for you to have an engaging partner that will be there

every step of the way. Whether we are backfilling a turnover

situation or helping navigate the ever-changing Workday landscape,

we want you to know you can depend on us. As part of our

commitment to engagement, we offer services that help you become

Workday experts yourselves. 

 

 



Our Clients

Don't spend another day working

on it, let Keyseries make Workday

truly work for you!




